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1- NGO/eLISA observations of 
    massive black hole (MBH) binaries  

2- MBH binary parameter estimation

3- The hierarchical model: MBH assembly and growth

4- Probing the MBH cosmic history with NGO/eLISA

OUTLINEOUTLINE



The gravitational wave spectrum



Interferometry in space: 
evolved Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

NGO/eLISA
 -same orbit as LISA
 -1Gm armlength
 -four laser links
 ->2 year lifetime
 -launch >2025

NGO/eLISA is sensitive at mHz 
frequency, where the evolution of 
MBH binaries is fast. 

NGO/eLISA will detect MBH 
binary inspirals and mergers. 
  



104 msun @ z=5

105 msun @ z=20

106 msun @ z=1



NGO/eLISA will observe the inspiral, merger and ringdown of MBH 
binaries in almost all the astrophysically relevant range, to high SNR!

SNR contour plot for an 
equal mass binary in the M-z plane 

SNR contour plot for a binary at z=4 
in the M-q plane 

(Plots by E. Berti, non  spinning PhenomC waveform used)
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Parameter estimation: FIM results

We can measure:

-Individual (redshifted) masses   
 to <1% relative accuracy

-spin of the primary hole to <0.1
 (in many cases to <0.01)

-sky location to 10-1000 deg
-luminosity distance to 10-100%

(Results by N. Cornish, using spinning full IMR waveforms)



We can measure:

-Individual (redshifted) masses   
 to <1% relative accuracy

-spin of the primary hole to <0.1
 (in many cases to <0.01)

-sky location to 10-1000 deg
-luminosity distance to 10-100%

We cannot measure redshift.
Redshift can be extracted by DL or 
via an EM counterpart

Potential problem: DL accuracy 
degrades a lot for distant sources

(Results by N. Cornish, using spinning full IMR waveforms)

Parameter estimation: FIM results



Beyond the FIM: full MCMC results

Source of ~105 M⊙ @z~10, SNR~15: FIM would give ~100% distance error.  

MCMC demonstrate that we can do much better

(Results by A. Petiteau, using spinning inspiral PN waveforms)



Test on 43 'bad' sources:  
unfortunate sky location and/or very low SNR.

The FIM approximations work only for small 
Gaussian errors. In case of small SNR and non 
Gaussian/asymmetrical posterior distributions, 
severely overestimates the uncertainties in the 

parameters

Even in such bad cases we can say that a 
source is at least at 2/3 of its true redshift



Test on 43 'bad' sources:  
unfortunate sky location and/or very low SNR.

The FIM approximations work only for small 
Gaussian errors. In case of small SNR and non 
Gaussian/asymmetrical posterior distributions, 
severely overestimates the uncertainties in the 

parameters

Even in such bad cases we can say that a 
source is at least at 2/3 of its true redshift

Bottom line: we can see z>10 events 
and actually tell that they are at z>10!



NGO/eLISA will give us: 

-Individual (redshifted) masses to <1% relative accuracy

-spin of the primary hole to <0.1 (in many cases to <0.01)

-sky location to 10-1000 deg

-luminosity distance to <10% in most cases



Structure formation in a nutshellStructure formation in a nutshell
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From De Lucia et al 2006 Ferrarese & Merritt 2000, Gebhardt et al. 2000

Volonteri Haardt & Madau 2003
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 During galaxy 

 mergers, MBH binaries will

Inevitably form!



(Volonteri, Haardt & Madau 2003)

Hierarchical MBH growth

THE MODELTHE MODEL

MBHS are grown from seedsseeds 

BHs. These seeds are 

incorporated in larger and 

larger halos, accreting gasaccreting gas  and 

interacting each with other interacting each with other 

aafter mergers. 

OBS. CONSTRAINTS:OBS. CONSTRAINTS:

      1.1. LF of quasars

   2.2. X-ray unresolved bkg

   3.3. MBH-bulge relations

   4.4. Local MBH MF

      5. 5. Galactic cores      



Seeding mechanism:
   1-PopIII remnant (light seeds)
   2-direct collapse (heavy seeds)
   3-runaway collision in proto-star cluster
   (intermediate seeds)
                         (....more in E. Rossi talk)  

Accretion geometry:
   1-coherent planar accretion
   2-chaotic accretion of clumps of cold gas

Debated critical issues

Volonteri 2010

Nayakshin et al. 2012



Question:Question:
given a set of GW given a set of GW 

observations, what useful observations, what useful 
astrophysical information astrophysical information 

about the underlying massive about the underlying massive 
black hole population can we black hole population can we 

extract? extract? 



We consider 4 different formation models differing in:
    1- MBH seeding mechanism (small vs large seeds)
    2- Accretion geometry (efficient vs chaotic)

Models are named after the LISA PE taskforce paper:
     1-SE: small seeds+efficient accretion
     2-SC: small seeds+chaotic accretion
     3-LE: large seeds+efficient accretion
     4-LC: large seeds+chaotic accretion

Massive black hole binaries evolution models



We compare:
    - the 4 pure models described before through the odds ratio
    - artificially mixed models of the form  N

mix
= FN

1
+ (1-F)N

2 

       we find the maximum of the posterior distribution in the
       mixing parameter space

PROCEDURE

a-Construct the detector transfer function (takes into account for the
   adopted waveform and for the detector performance)

b-Filter the theoretical distribution through the transfer function to             
produce the “theoretically observable” distribution

c-Perform Montecarlo realizations of the MBH population

d-Create catalogs of observed binaries including FIM errors from NGO/eLISA
    observations and compare observations with theoretical models  

We consider the distribution d3N/dMdqdz, we ignore spins (but see later).
We use 2PN circular binary waveforms+merger+ringdown 
 (PhenomC surrogate) 



1-Construct a detection transfer function
   



2-Filter the predicted theoretical 
   distribution with the transfer function
   



3-Perform Montecarlo realization of the
   MBH binary population
   



Likelihood of the dataset for a given choice of the parameters

PURE MODEL COMPARISON: compute the odds ratio

MIXED MODELS: find the maximum of the posterior

We assign confidence 
      p

A
=p(D|A)/(p(D|A)+p(D|B)) to model A

      p
B
=1-p

A
 to model B

We build probability CDF over 1000 MC realization of 
the observed population

4-Compare observations with theoretical models
   



ResultsResults



Spin measurement from ringdownSpin measurement from ringdown

All models are now almost perfectly distinguishable !!!

 We included spin measurement of the remnant 
from the QNR (Berti et al. 2006)



Mixed models: 
evaluation of the posterior probability distribution function

   

We pin-down the right mixing parameter F within 0.1 accuracy! 

We construct mixed models a posteriori, taking a combination of 
the SE and LE coalescence distribution functions according to:



We consider 10 different formation models differing in:

    1- MBH seeding mechanism (heavy vs light seeds)
    2- Metallicity feedback (metal free vs all metalliticies)
    3- Accretion efficiency (Eddington vs. Merloni & Heinz)
    4- Accretion geometry (coherent vs. chaotic)

Broader view in the LISA contextBroader view in the LISA context
Sesana et al. 2011



Pure models: 
Cumulative distribution function for the confidence

   



The impact of the detector 
configuration is minor

The mission lifetime is crucial!



Mixed models: 
evaluation of the posterior probability distribution function

   



SummarySummary  

1- NGO/eLISA can detect MBH binary signals and 
    extract source parameters with unprecedented 
    accuracy (M<1% a<0.1 DL<10%), but not 
    excellent sky location.

2- NGO/eLISA will detect ~100 MBH binaries to z~15. 

3- NGO/eLISA will provide insights about the early 
    cosmic growth of MBHs impossible to get by any 
    other means.
 







Impact of the mission lifetime

Note that we do not consider spins! If we were, models SE and SC would
always be perfectly distinguishable! 



LISA 

C2 

C1 
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